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A Paper about robustness
• Context: estimation of structural models

• Structural parameters θ
• Distribution of unobservables U~F0
• Moment conditions for model structure
• Reduced form parameters P

• Robustness of what? A: the counterfactual prediction
• κ=EF[k(U, θ,γ)]
• Ex: If we introduce a monopoly tax in an entry game, how does this change the 

probability of observing monopoly outcome?

• Robustness to what? A: assumptions regarding distributions of 
unobservables

• Ex: maybe taste shocks are not distributed as Type 1 extreme value …
• Ex2: maybe firm unobserved costs are not independent N(0,1)



Discussant limitations

• I’m not familiar with this type of econometrics
• I’m not familiar with the application models:

• Dynamic discrete choice (Rust)
• Structural game estimation (eg duopoly entry games)

• I’ve never estimated models like this
• I’ve never taught models like this

• (I’ll aim to keep comments brief)



Robustness to distribution of unobservables, F0

• Nonparametric deviations from baseline distribution
• Exciting: no need to specify a narrow family to be robust within
• Stay within a neighborhood (delta) of baseline

• Conceptual approach: search over all possible distributions F that are close 
enough.

• Then figure out structural parameters
• Then figure out counterfactuals
• Search for sup and inf

• The trick: flip the problem
• Start with candidate structural parameters, θ
• Compute the sup and inf, given θ
• Uses the dual of the idea above

• For a lay audience: more exposition here would be welcome



Other contributions

• Show that under consistent estimates of P -> this will work
• Derive asymptotic distributions of bounds
• Connect to a “local sensitivity measure”



Other contributions

• Reactions from one applied reader
• Very interesting!
• Tough going!  If I were your audience, more hand-holding please.
• How to assess the size of the neighborhood, δ ?
• Are there applications for models outside of the structural models considered 

here?
• (Is that already well-developed territory?)



• Hard to interpret the neighborhood size, delta.
• Should we really worry about deviations of this magnitude?
• Is this “angels on the head of a pin” territory?
• How can we tell?

Pr(monopoly | no tax)

Pr(monopoly | tax)
(traditional)

Pr(monopoly | tax)
(new method)



• A nice graph in the paper:
• Shows what possible distribution of shocks would lead to the widened 

counterfactuals.
• This is super welcome – should be adopted by all “maximum possible 

deviations within a space” papers

Delta = 0.01



Delta = 0.05 Delta = 0.15



• Other models where the technology of “nonparametric deviations 
within a neighborhood of the distribution” can be used?

• Maybe these are well-developed?  If so, maybe make tie-ins to this literature 
more clear

• Other natural extensions?



• (End of discussion comments)



Notes for authors, not for presentation

• More exposition for “how to do it” would be welcome
• Eg page 18, last paragraph section 2.4.  This wasn’t clear for me.
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